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In this paper, we consider C* (2 ^ г ^ oo) maps / : P x R̂  -> R^, where P is 
a one-dimensional manifold and for every fixed // e P the map f^ : R^ -^ R^ defined 
^s ffi{x) = f(i.i, x) is a diff*eomorphism satisfying 
(1) Л(^ + 1)=Л(х) + 1. 
The space of such maps, endowed by the С Whitney topology we denote by #". 
The maps / from #" are obtained as liftings of one-parameter dififeomorphisms 
of S^ induced by the covering of S^ by R^. By/we shall denote the map the lifting 
of which is / ; similarly, we shall mark by hats the projections of points and subsets 
of P^ t o S ^ 
Our main subject of interest will be the behavior of the rotation number of/ for 
varying fi and its stability under small perturbation of/ in #'. In addition, we obtain 
some results about the nature and stability of the loci of periodic points of/. Related 
problems (dependence of the rotation number on the changes of the dififeomorphism, 
problems of structural stability and topological classification of the diff'eomorphisms 
of S )̂ have been studied by several authors (cf. [1]~[5]). The understanding of the 
topology of the parameter-dependent diff'eomorphisms of the circle is important for 
the problem of structural stability of one-parameter two-dimensional flows (cf. [6]) 
as well as for the problem of bifurcation of periodic problems of one-parameter flows 
(cf. [7], [8]). 
We shall carry out the proofs only for the case P = R^, since the case P = S^ 
requires only minor adjustments of the proofs and R^ and S^ are the only possible 
connected components of one-dimensional manifolds. 
For / G #", we denote by aj : P ~^ R^ the function assigning to every fie P the 
rotation number off^. We shall call (/i, y) an /-periodic point of/, if j ; is an /-periodic 
point offf, in the usual sense, (i.e. /и{у) — у is integer, but fj^y) — у is not integer 
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for о < 7 < /). The set of /-periodic points o f / i n P x R^ will be denoted by Z^(/). 
Given / , by the orbit of a point [f.i, y) we shall understand the set of points {(in, 
/i(3^))|iiï^teger}. 
We shall restrict ourselves to the study of typical (or generic) properties of af 
and Zf. We shall call a property of maps from J^ generic, if it is valid for every / 
from some residual subset of ^ (i.e. a set which is a countable intersection of open 
dense subsets of #"). 
For convenience, we conclude this section by hsting some of the well known 
properties of diffeomorphisms of S^ and their rotation numbers, which we shall 
need in the sequel. 
Let / be a C^ diffeoemorphism R^ -> R^ which is a hfting of a diffeoemorphism 
f : S^ -> S^, i.e. / satisfies/(y + 1) = f{y) + 1 for all y. Denote by д{/) the rotation 
number of/. Then 
(i) Q{f) is a topological invariant of /and is determined b y / u p to an additive integer, 
(ii) if д{/) is irrational, then / is topologically equivalent to the shift у \-^ у + ^( / ) , 
(iii) if Q(f) = kl~^, where /c, / are relatively prime integers and / > 0 (if we express 
a rational as a fraction we shall allways implicitely assume this), then there exists 
at least one point у such that/^(y) — у -\- к and there is no J-periodic point with 
0 < 7 < / of/, 
(iv) for any П, e„ 4- <5„ < 1, and £„ ^ 0 , (5„ ^ 0, where e„ = max \_f"{y) — У~\ — 
- n Qif), ô„ = ng{f) - min {r{y) - y). 
y 
The proof of these properties can be found e.g. in [9]. 
Further, we note that since / is a diffeomorphism, 
(v) / ' does not change sign and if it is negative, д(/) must be an integer, 
(vi) if/' is positive and д(/) = kl~^, then all periodic points o f / a r e /-periodic. 
To prove (vi) assume that there exists a point у which is m-periodic, m Ф /. 
Since y is not /-periodic, we hay с f\y) Ф k. Assume e.g. f\y) < у + k. Since/^ is 
increasing, we have thus/'"'(3;) — у < mk and since у G Zj^f),f"^\y) — y is integer. 
Therefore, ^^\у) — у S mk — 1, which contradicts property (iv). 
Note also that since allways (/^)' > 0, it follows from property (vi) that if/ ' < 0 
all periodic points of/ are 1- or 2-periodic. 
We know from [1] and [2] that G^ is continuous but not Lipschitz continuous in 
general (later we prove that generically it is of bounded variation). From the results 
of [10] it follows that, generically, there is an open dense subset ^\i^ of J^ such that 
for eve ry /e ^'^i^, and / ^ L, Zf(/) are one-dimensional imbedded С submanifolds 
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of p X R^, intersecting every set I^ = {fi} x R^ in isolated points. Furthermore, the 
points (ft, y) e Zi(f) at which Zi{f) does not intersect I^ transversally, are isolated and 
satisfy (/;)" (y) Ф 0, {д1дц) if') (y) Ф 0.*) 
Lemma 1. Let I, J be intervals of R^, J compact. Let f :I x J -^ R^ be C^. 
Denote (p{ß) = min f{ii, у) for fieL Then, at every fi eint I both the right derivative 
yeJ 
(p''^{fi) cind the left derivative (p"~{ß) exist and are equal to min {(dfldfi) (fi, y)\ у e 
e M{ß)} and max {(dfldji) (fi, y)\ у e M(ß)}, respectively, where М(/г) = {у | f(fi, y) = 
Proof. Denote ф{^) = min (dfldfi) {/л, у), N{fi) = {у e M{fi) | (dfidii) (ß, y) = 
yeM(ß) 
= ф{1л)}. Both М(/|) and N(fi) SLVQ compact. 
We prove first that if h-^0+, у^еМ{11 H- h), then j , , - ^ iV(^). Assume the 
contrary. Then, there exists a sequence й„ -^ 0, y^^ e M{fi + й„) such that j , , ^ -> 
-^ J* ^ N{ii). Obviously, y* 6 M{ii) which impHes that for sufficiently large n, there 
exists a positive t] > 0 such that {dfjdjji) (fi, j;,^) > i/̂ (/z) + t]. Consequently, for suf­
ficiently large n we have for any Уо e N(fi) 
(0 ^ Vj, V2 ̂  1), which contradicts our assumption. 
Now we have for sufficiently small h > 0: 
(p{li + h) - (p{ix) = min f{ii + h,y) - min/(/i, y) = f{fi + h, yt,) - f{fi, уо) = 
yeJ yeJ 
= f{fi + h, y^) - f{ß, yt) + /(/^, y^ - f{fi, Уо) ^ — (/г + vh, y^) h , 
о/л 
where Уо e N{fi), j ^ e M{ß + h), v e [0, 1], and, therefore, У/, -^ iV(/z) as й -^ 0. 
Consequently, 
(2) lim inî h~^{(p{fi + fe) - ф(/|) - lAW /i) ^ 0 . 
Ä->-0 + 
On the other hand we have . 
ф + /г) - (p{jii) = f{fi + /î, JA) - fifi, y) = • 
я/* 
= / ( / / + /ï, y,) ~ /(/I + ft, j^o) + Ф + л. Jo) - ф , у о) й — (А .̂ УО) Й + o{h) 
о/л 
*) Actually, in [10, I] the openness of ^[^ is not explicitely stated for X > 1 (cf. Theorem 1 
and the following Remark 2). However, the openness of ß^ii^ (which is true in general), follows 




lim sup h~^((p{n + h) - (р(ц) - il/{fi) h) ^ 0 
h-*0 + 
which together with (2) proves i/r(^) == cp'^ijx). The corresponding statement for the 
left derivative is obtained by replacing /i by — ju. 
For / e J^, denote f\ii, x) = /Дх). Obviously, /^ e #" for all /. In several proofs 
we shall use the following fact which we shall formulate as 
Lemma 2. Given fe ^ and neighbourhoods Wi of f^ for 0 ^ / ^ L, there exists 
a neighbourhood Woff such thatf^e Wifor 0 S I й Las soon asfeW. 
The p r o o f follows from the fact that the operation of composition is continuous 
on J^. 
A closed interval of R^ will be called non-trivial if it has a non-empty interior. 
Lemma 3. Let fe^^^. Then for every Q = кГ^ with I g L, (У}^(О) is disjoint 
union of non-trivial closed intervals only finitely many of which intersect any 
compact interval I. If HQ is a right {left) endpoint of an interval of (^/^{Q), cind 
{fio, Уо) e Z{f\ then {f^J (уо) = 1 and {dfjdß) ( /^) (уо) and {f'J {y^) are distinct 
from zero and have the same {the opposite) sign. 
Proof. First we prove that the number connected components of (У}^{О) in­
tersecting / is finite. If this was not true, there would exist a sequence of points (/i„, y^ 
from mutually disjoint components of Zi{f) such that //„ e / and ji^-^ fi"^. Because of 
compactness of S^ we can assume {fi„, y„) -^ (/x*, j)*) e Z^(/), which contradicts to 
the fact that 20) are imbedded submanifolds of P x S^. 
Let fi E (7J^{Q). Then, Zi{f) n I^ ^ 0 and, since Z^(/) is a one-dimensional mani­
fold, the intersection of which with I^^ consists of isolated points, it must intersect Г̂ .̂ 
for all fi' from some right or left neighbourhood U of fx, which impHes (rf{ii') = Q 
for fi' e U, Since сгу is continuous and, thus, (TJ^{Q) is closed, this proves the first 
part of the lemma. 
The second part of the lemma follows from the fact that if JUQ is a right endpoint 
of some interval of (^J^{Q), the components of Zi{f) intersecting I^^^ all lie to the left 
of it. Consequently, any {JLLQ, уо) e Z{J) is a collapsation point (in the terminology 
of [10]) and the inequalities follows from [10, Lemma 3]. The proof for the teft 
endpoint is similar. 
If their modifications to other generically possible situations (left endpoint, different 
signs of the inequalities) is straightforward, we shall formulate the statements 
concerning the endpoints of the intervals of G~^^{Q) only for those right ones, satisfying 
(^Ж(/^о)Ы>о,(/;/(д^о)>о. 
Lemma 4. hetfe ^\^^ ß^ be a right endpoint of an interval of (г^^{кГ^) and let 
i^M ifL) (Уо) > 0, {fl^^y {y^) > 0 for some periodic point (HQ, уо). Then, 
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{^l^f^)fLiy) > Ö' Wo)" (y) > о for every periodic point (^o, у) and ф ) ^ /̂  for 
all у and all pt > IXQ sufficiently close to fig. 
Proof. L e t / e ^[L. If there was a periodic point {fio, У*) with {f^ (y*) x 0, j * 
would be a local maximum of the function (p{y) = flob) ~~ У^ while the point (̂ ^̂ , y^ 
is a local minimum of cp. Since ф has both a local maximum and a local miïlitnuîn of 
value k, there must also be a point y^ with (p(yi) = к which is not a local ext^emum 
of c/). Thus, (/lo, j i ) would be a periodic point not satisfying lemma 3. 
Since by lemma 3, sign (a/^/i) (/^^J (y) has to be equal to sign {fl^" (y) for every 
periodic point {JIQ, y), the lemma is proven. 
Lemma 5. The subset ^^j^ of ^\j^ of those / e J^i^ which for every Q ^ кГ'^ 
with I S L satisfy 
(i) if fio is an interior point of а}^{д\ then min [/до(у) - у] < /с < max [/^^(у) -
- у ] , ' 
(ii) ï/ 1̂0 is a boundary point of of^{kr^\ then the projections {ßo, 9i) of the 
periodic points (JIQ, y^ belong to one orbit of f 
is open dense in ^ . 
For the p r o o f of this lemma the following lemma will be useful: 
Lemmae. Letfe^'iL, af{jio) = кГ^, Then min fl^^y) - у < к < тах/^!о(з;) - у 
у у 
if and only if there exists an Уо such that Zi{f) intersects I^^ transversally at 
{fio. y) (be. (fj (y) + 1 - cf. [10,1, p. 561]). 
The p r o o f follows easily from the fact that at points (fio, y) e Z^(/) with (/^Q)' (y) = 
= 1, {fl,y (y) has to be different from zero and, therefore, /до(у) - у - к cannot 
change signs at such points. 
Corollary 1. If fe ^[^, fi e aj\kr^), then min/Ду) - у < к < max/Ду) - у 
у у 
if and only if /л is an interior point of the projection of some component of Zi(f) 
into P. 
Proo f of lemma 5. Openness. L e t / e ^IL- Then, by Corollary 1, the interiors of 
the projections into P of the components of Z^(/) cover the interior of aj^{kr^) and 
the components of Z^(/) whose projections contain the same boundary point of 
(Tj^{kl~^), belong to one orbit. The manifolds Z/(/), I S L are obtained as pre-images 
of points of intersection of certain maps associated with the maps fj^ (cf. [10, I, 
Lemma 1]) with the diagonal in i^^, which f o r / G ^^^ is transversal. Therefore, in 
virtue of lemma 2, the transversal isotopy theorem [11, 20. 2]^) implies that for 
^) The compactness of X in [11, 20, 2] is not needed if the Whitney topology is used. 
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every/from some neighbourhood of W of f, Z^(/) are isotopic to Z/(/) for I ^ L. 
Also, it follows from the proof of [11, 20, 2] that Z/(/) can be made arbitrary close 
to Zi{f), I g L provided Pf is choosen small enough. In particular. If can be choosen 
so small that WE ^\i^ and that the interiors of the projections of those components 
of Z^(/), which are isotopic to the components of Z^(/) the projections of which cover 
some interval J of (у~^ ^{kl~^\ cover an interval J in such a way that each of the end-
points of J belongs to the projection of components of Z/(/) belonging to one orbit. 
Thus, We J^ii^. 
Density. The density oi ^ ^j^m ^ will be proven if we show that for a n y / e J^i^, 
if /Xo is a point not satisfying (i) or (ii), then by an arbitrarily small perturbation of/ 
with an arbitrary small support a map from ^ can be obtained satisfying (i), (ii) for 
all /io contained in the projection of this support into P. 
Let /io be an interior point of CTJ ̂ (/c/"^) not satisfying (i). Let e.g. /^o(y) ^ к for 
all y. Let Ф : P -> jR̂  be a bump function equal 1 in some neighbourhood of ÛQ, the 
support of which contains no boundary points of (т^^(кГ^) as well as no point except 
of fio in which (i) would not be satisfied (note that by Corollary 1 the points not 
satisfying (i) are isolated). For sufficiently small г > 0, the function f — ecp will be 
in J îx^ and satisfy (i), (ii) for fieU. 
Let now fiQ be a right endpoint of an interval of Cj ^(/</~^) satisfying/^(^(j;) ^ к 
for all y, which imphes 
(3) {fL)"iy)>o, f(/.'„)W>o 
for all periodic points (/IQ, y). Let {{IIQ, Z^)} be a periodic orbit. Choose neigh­
bourhoods и of fiQ, F of ZQ and an e > 0 so small that Of+J^i-i) is not rational with 
denominater less than Lfor fieU, ju > JIQ and {/lo} x К does not contain any other 
periodic point except of (//Q, ZQ). This is possible due to Corollary 1, the continuous 
and monotonie dependence of сгу+g on e and the fact that by lemma 4 and (3), 
min/Д}^) — y > к for fi > fiQ sufficiently close to fj,Q. Further, let cp : P x î ^ -> P^ 
у 
be a bump function which is 1-periodic, equal to 1 in some neighbourhood of (JÂQ, ZQ) 
and 0 outside U x V. Denote f = f -\- гср. From (4) it follows that for all points 
{pi, y)elJ X V with fi '^ fiQ we have f|^(y) > k. In this way, we can destroy any 
periodic orbit of/^^ and leave only one to suit (ii). 
From this lemma we obtain 
Proposition 1. There is a residual set ^^ of ^ such that for f e ^^ the following 
is valid: 
For any Q = kl~^, (TJ^{Q) is a disjoint union of closed non-trivial intervals only 
finite of them intersecting any compact subset of P. Iffio is an interior point of aj ^(Q), 
then min fl^^{y) — у < к < msix fl,^{y) — y. If fiQ is a right (left) endpoint of an interval 
у у 




and the latter two quantities have the same (the opposite) sign. 
R e m a r k 1. In c a s e / ' < 0 it follows from 5, §1 and the continuity of a^ that Gf 
is constant over P. 
Next we shall examine the behavior of the rotation number in the neighbourhood 
of a boundary point ц of oj^iß), Q rational, outside of (У/^{О). The difficulty here is 
that in any neighbourhood of ju, Gf can have rational values with an arbitrarily large 
denominator. We prove the following 
Proposition 2. Letfe .^, Gf{fio) = kl~^ and let the set of periodic points of f with 
M = fio form an increasing sequence (/XQ, y,) such that (до> 9i) belong to one orbit 
of I Let 
(4) {fLnyè = u lfM>o, {fLnyd>o 
Oß 
for all i. Then, there is a neighbourhood U of ßo in which Gf is non-decreasing. 
Furthermore, Gf is not constant on any neighbourhood of fiQ and сг}^{о) n U is at 
most a one point set for Q irrational. 
The p r o o f of this proposition is based upon the following lemma, which appears 
to be crucial for the results of this paper: 
Lemma 7. Let / , /XQ satisfy the assumptions of proposition 2. Then, there are 
Г] > 0, n such that for all v > n, fio S f^i < 1^2 ~ f^o + ^^ У ^ ^ \ 
(5) . ГЛУ)<ГЛУ)-
R e m a r k 2. It is easy to check that if (4) is satisfied for some /, then it is satisfied 
for all Ï. 
Proof. Denote g^{x) = fX^) "~ ^- Obviously, gf,^ has rotation number 0 and Ö̂  
has a sequence of periodic points (/io, yt), exactly / of which lie in [0, 1). Further, we 
have 
(6) f 0(яо, JO > 0, g'M^^' aUydXi-
Ofl 
Rewriting (5) in terms of f̂, we have the inequality gl^y) < dliiy)- Below in the proof, 
if the index i occurs in some statement or formula, it should allways be read "for all f". 
1° Denote iV = 2 max [д'^о{уУ1^ m = ^ min [ö^^oWl- From (6) it follows that m > 0 
y У 
and that yi are minima of the function д^о{у) """ У- Consequently, g^J^y) > 0 for 
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J + Ji from which it follows 
Ĉ ) lim gloiy) = УI for all у e (з;.._ i, y j . 
v->oo 
2° We prove that for every q positive integer, there exist Co > 0 and ^ > 0 such 
that if С ̂  Co. /̂ 0 ^ i" ^ /̂ 0 + ^ then 
(8) 9l{yi-0<yi-K 
(9) д1{у, + ф)<у,+С. 
Since ö'̂ .oCĵ i) = 1. there is a Co such that for \y - j^j й Co. ̂ ^oW ^ 1 > -(2^)""^-
If С ̂  Co> we have 
dbi - 0 - (j'^ - 0 -Ш''(У1 - 0 -^ ' (Уе - Ol = 
j = o 
-Zbidbi - 0) - dbi - c)] ̂  (2^)-^?[y. - ^̂ '(>̂ ,. - c)] < ic. 
j = 0 j = 0 
The inequality (9) for /z = /XQ is established similarly. Because of continuous depen­
dence of Qf^ on in, inequalities (9), (8), remain valid for |/i — fiQ\ ^ rj provided rj is 
sufficiently small. 
3° Since g is C^ in /i, for ĵw — /IQ] ^ ?/ there exists a Г > — oo such that 
(0 g^2{y) - 9ßi{y) > ^(/^2 - /^i) for all у. 
It follows from (6) that we can take t]>0, 0<^<^ min (y^ — j^i_i), ^ > 0 so 
small that 
00 GfiXy) - dßiiy) > y(l^2 - ßi) for all 3; G [j;. - С Ĵ» + C] 
^дМ OtJ < 1 for J e [yi - C, У/ - Ш 
g',{y)>l for 3 ; G [ J ; , - K , y. + ^ ] 
9fi{yi-i + è) < yi- i-
From (7) it follows that there is a ^^ such that 
(iii) glbi-i+0>yi-i 
and that for sufficiently small С we have 
(iv) g"{yi-0<yi-^ 
for all \fi — fio\ < ^9 provided f/ > 0 is sufficiently small. 
According to 2°, rj and С can be choosen so small that 
(v) gV{yi-i)<yi-U, 
gfiyi + Ы) < y, + С 
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where q2 > y~\N - 1)-' {N'' - 1) \г\ and q^ > y-'m~^m - 1)"^ (m^^"') \г\ 
are fixed. 
It follows from (ii) that 
(vi) д^Уг) è 9ßi{yi) as soon as y2 e [y^ -^ Ç, y. + ^] y^ g y^ and JIQ ^ i"i < 
< ßi й f^o + ri. 
By lemma 4 we have min^^(j) - у > 0 for /ZQ < /̂  ^ i"o + ^ from which it 
follows ^ 
(vii) lim éfд(̂ ) = 00 for all /̂ o < Д S /̂ 0 + ^ provided f/ is suitably restricted. 
v-*oo 
Throughout the rest of this proof we shall assume that ?/,<?» С are choosen so as to 
suit (i)-(vii) and that /io ^ Ad < f^i й l^o + ^; for the purpose of later reference, 
we shall sometimes write ri = r]{f, fio\ 
4"̂  Let у e\_yi — ^, y^ + ^C]. We prove that there exists a q such that 
(10) yi^i-^^9Uy)^yi + i 
and if ^* is the smallest q satisfying (10) then 
(11) дЩу) > gl'Xy) + (m - 1)-^ т-^'{т-" - 1) \Г\ {ß, - ц,) . 
The existence of a ^ satisfying (5) follows from (ii) and (vii). Let q^ be such that 
9lb) ^yi + K, oil'' UJi + iC. Then, from (v) it follows q"" -~ q^ ^ q^ and by 
(vi) we have gfj^y) - gl\{y) ^ дЩу) - gl\{x), where x = gll{y). But according 
to (ii) we have for all v^, V2 e [y^ + iC, Jf + {] 
^̂ 2̂(̂ 2) - ^MX^I) ^ О Л̂̂ 2) - е'м,(̂ 2) + д^.Ы- g^X^i) è y(iU2 •- iUi) +V2-V1 
from which we obtain by induction 
дЩу) - ^2l(y) ^ з̂У(/̂ 2 - /^i) 
from which (11) follows by (v). 
5° Let V2 e [y^., + ,̂ Jf - Q, V2^v, +{т- 1)-' т'''{т''' - 1) \Г\ (/г̂  ~ /^i). 
Then, we prove glJ,V2) > dlX^i) for all ^ è 0. 
In virtue of 4° and (vi), it suffices to prove that 
(12) д^Ы à ^L(̂ i) f̂ r all ^ ^ g;, 
where q[ g ^^ is such that gl\\v2) è Ji "" { ^ ö̂ î' /(^2) (the existence of such a ^i 
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follows from (iii)). However, (12) follows by induction from the validity of 
^ — \Г\ (fl2 ~ ßl) + "^(^2 — ^l) f̂ ï* а^У ^2 ^ ^1 5 
^2^[У1-1 + »̂ У» - ^ ] -
6° From 4° and 5° it follows that for ye [у,- L y^ + K] , д^у) è ^̂ X>') for 
all ^ > 0. 
r Let J e [j;^. i + ,̂ ŷ  - (̂ ]. Then, there is a ^; ^ ^i such that gl\{y) -gl\{y) ^ 
^{N- 1)-' (m^ - 1) r{ß2 - /il), У1-^й gl\{y) èyt-'C for 7 = 1, 2. This 
follows by induction from (iii), (iv) and the vaUdity of 
о̂ м2Ы - g^^X^i) = gd^i) - g^^i) + gÀ^i) - дЛ^о ^ 
^ N{v2 - V,) + r{fi2 - /^i) 
for all v^, V2 e [y^^^ + ^, yt - i], V2 й v^, 
8° Let y, q[ be as in 7°. We prove that then д1\''''{у) > д1\''^Ку)' 
It follows from (ii) that if f ̂  ^ ^2^1.У1 ~ ^^ У^ "~ iG ' ^^^^ 
g^^i) - g^^i) ^ д,2Ы - ^̂ (̂̂ i) + gÀ^i) - g^^i) ^ 
from which we obtain by induction and (v) 
д'А^Чу) -gl\^4y) ^ ( ^ - i)~'(^'^ - 0^(/^2 -i"i)^'^^ + 
+ {>c-i) x^'-'y{fi2 - /11) ^ %^̂ [(iv - 1)-^ (iv̂ ^ - 1) + 7^2] (/̂ 2 - iUi) > 0 . 
9° It follows now from 6° and 8° that 
(13) gUx) ^ gU^) ^ 0 for all x e [y,., + L yt Л- K] 
and q> qi Л- q2' From (ii) it follows that gj(y) - 3; ^ Д > 0 for /lo ^ /̂  ^ /̂ o + ^, 
У ^\_У1 + iC» Ji + C] and some positive A. Therefore, there exists a ^5 > 0 such that 
for every ßo S ß S Ио + ^ and уе[у1 - iC, J» + G' 
(14) ^ ^2^(з;)еЛ-+С. 
Let <Î5 be the smallest q^ satisfying (13). Then, by (ii), gl\{y) й ^^i(у) and applying 
(13) to X = gll{y) we obtain дЦу) й gUy) ^^^ ^^^ Q > Qi + ^i + Qs > qi + 
+ q2 + q's- This completes the proof. 
Remark 3. Going carefully through the estimates of 1° —3° one can check that 
for every e > 0 there is a neighbourhood Ж of / such that for every / in W, the 
quantity rj{f, JUQ) (defined so as to satisfy the analogues of (i)-(vii) for/ , /̂ o) can be 
choosen so that ri[J, IIQ) > r]{f, fio) - a. For any/ , JUQ we can define ri'^iL ßo) as the 
quantity for which the analogues of (i)-(vii) are satisfied in [/̂ o» До - ^ ] ' ^^^ analogy 
of the first part of this remark for ?; ~ is straightforward. 
P r o o f of Proposition 2. From lemma 4 it follows that for jUo й ßi й f^z й IIQ -\-1] 
a^ifi,) = lim n-'fliy) = lim {vlY'flb) й Hm {viy'flb) = ^ / Ы . 
n-^CX) V - * 0 0 V->-CX) 
Furthermore, Uf is constant in some left neighbourhood of jUo- Thus, Of is non-
decreasing in some neighbourhood of IIQ. From Lemma 4 it follows that GJ- is not 
constant in any (right) neighbourhood of/ZQ-
Now, let Q be irrational and (^fiji) = Q for some ii e U, Then, by (i), (ii), §1 there 
exists an 1-periodic homeomorphism h : R^ -> R^ such that F^{y) = h~^ of^o 
о h{y) = у + ^ for all y. From lemma 7 it follows that for all pt' > p, fi' eU it holds 
P'^fl'iy) = ^"^ о/д' о h{y) > у Л- VQ for all J and v ^ n. Because of the periodicity 
of F, there exists a rational, jp<2""S such that FJj!(j) > y -\- pq~^ > y Л- nlq = F^'(y). 
This impUes Fl\%y) -y> p> F ^ ^ j ) - у and, by (i), §1, сгД/г') = ^тД/.') > 
> p{nlq)~~^ > (Тр{м) = (Tfip), In a similar way we can prove (Tf{p') < (^/{и) for 
in\< p. 
Proposition 2 allows us to establish some generic global properties of the behavior 
of the rotation number as well as some stability results. For a more transparent 
formulation of these we introduce the following notation: 
A closed interval J will be called a plateau of a function a : P -^ R^ i f / i s constant 
on J but on no toher interval which contains J properly. A plateau will be called 
extremal (upper, lower) if its endpoints are local extrema of the same kind (local 
maxima, local minima). CT{J) will be called the value of the plateau. 
Theorem 1. For every fe^^, Oj- has at most a countable number of extremal 
plateaus, only finitely many of them intersecting any compact subset of P. The 
values of all non-trivial plateaus of Gf are rational. 
Proof. From proposition 2 it follows that the intervals \ßi — f]~{f,fii), P^i + 
+ ^(/» ßijl cover P, iï{pu А̂ г] runs over all plateaus with rational values. From this 
covering we can extract a locally finite subcovering. From proposition 2 it follows 
further that there is at most one extremal plateau contained in every element \ß^ -
- n'if, ßi\ 1^2 + n{f^ /^2)] of this covering, namely [p^ l^il-
For the next theorem, we shall need two lemmas. 
Lemma 8. Let fe ^u^f, Po satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2. Then, for 
every choice of sufficiently small neighbourhoods U of l^o, ft of Pi, there is a neigh-
bourhood Woff such that for every fe W: 
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1. there is exactly one l-periodic point (Д, y )̂ in U x Vi such that 
(15) (/;)'W = i 
IS satisfied for ii = ß, у = Уь "^here ß is the same for all f, and yi belong to one 
orbit; 
2. there are no other l-periodic points in U x R^ with fi > ß except of the points 
(Д, y^), while Gj{ii) = gfor fi S ß, ixeU; 
3. it holds 
(16) ^ Ш > о , (Л')"(^)>о 
Ofi 
for n = ß and у = yt. 
Proof. Let us choose U and Vi so that / has no /-periodic points in H =Ü x 
X (R^ \ \JVi), no periodic points satisfying (15) in Ï7 x JR̂  except of (/XQ, У1), and 
i 
(16) is valid for / = / and all {ß, y)eG = U x (JF^. Since Й and ô are compact 
i 
there exists a neighbourhood W^ of/ such that every/e Wi is without periodic points 
in Я , satisfies (18) in G and 
(17) т а х ( Д > ' ) - з . ) < / с + 1 . 
У 
Denote Р ( А 1 , З ; ) = Д У ) ~ / с . 
Then, the set of /-periodic points of / in G satisfying (15) can be written as 
{J^F)~^ (6) n G, where J^P means the 1-jet of F in J\P x R\ R^) and by Q we 
have denoted the submanifold of points (fi, y, y, O) in J^{P x R^, R^) 2=̂  (P x 
X R^ X R^ X J\U 1)) (in the notation of [12]). From (16) it follows that F inter­
sects Q transversally in G at the points (/XQ, yi)- By [12, 8. 2, Proposition 1], there is 
a neighbourhood WaW^off such that for every/e W, J^F will intersect Q trans­
versally in G. Because of our choice of TFi, (16) will be satisfied at these points. The 
unicity of the points of intersection (which we denote by (jû , y^) in 17 x Ff follows 
from the validity of (16) in 17 x F̂  and lemma 1. Because of unicity, the points (/x̂ , y^ 
must belong to one orbit, which impHes the equality of fii for all i. 
The equality (Tf{fj) = kl~^ for д ^ Д in 17 follows from the unicity of the periodic 
points of/ satisfying (15) in U x jR̂  (there should be a periodic point satisfying (15) 
with n = /Xi, if /Xi is a left endpoint of an interval of Ö-J(/C/~ ^)). From (16) and (17) it 
follows that there are no /-periodic points o f / i n U x Vi with /x ^ /x. Since/has no 
periodic points in H as well this completes the proof. 
Lemma 9. Let / , /XQ satisfy the assumptions of proposition 2. Then, for every 
г > 0, there exists a neighbourhood Woff such that for every fe W, there is a До ^ 
6 (/XQ — e, jUo + e) such that o-f{ix) = kl~^ for fie^iiQ — e, До) ^nd r\{f. До) > 
> n{f, i"o) - e. 
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This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 8 and Remark 3. 
By the profile of a real function a with a countable number of extremal plateaus 
we shall understand the sequence {p^)^r ^f values of the extremal plateaus ordered 
from left to right, where г is 0 or — oo according to whether the sequence is finite 
from the left or not (note that in the infinite case the profile is defined up to shift). 
Two profiles are considered equal, if they can be brought to each other by an appro­
priate shift. 
Theorem 2. For every fe ^^, there is an open neighbourhood W of f such that 
for every fe Wthe profiles of GJ and a^ are equal. 
Proof. Let JI == [jUfi, /1̂ 2] be a collection of plateaus of Gf with rational values 
kijli choosen in such a way that only finitely many of them intersect any compact 
subset of P and the intervals (//,1 — ^(/, /i^), 1x12 + n{f, fiiz)) cover P. Then, by 
lemma 6, there exists a neighbourhood Tf/ of/ such that for every/e Wl, numbers fiij 




- fii^l < min {rj ( / , / i i i) , i ( / i i i + fii2)] , 
- iii2\ < min {r]{f, fii2), ^{nn + l^n)} у 
(Xf{ii) = af{Ji) for fi e [ßij^, fia + e] , /̂  e [/̂ 2̂ ~ s, ßtz] 
for some г > О independent of/. By Lemma 6, min [/̂ *' ii{y) — y] and max [/^'(j) — 
у у 
— j^] must be bounded away from ki by some positive constant for fie [̂ ^̂^ + e, 
jii2 — e]. Therefore, there is a neighbourhood PFf с Wl of/such that (Tf{fi) = crf{Ji) 
for 1Л e [jUfi + e, /̂ /2 "~ ß] ^nd, consequently, for ße Jf = [fi^, ^^2]- Since there is 
only a finite number of J/s intersecting any compact subset of P, and Wi can be 
choosen in such a way that they do not restrict / outside a certain bounded neigh-
bourhood of Jf, it follows from lemma 9 that OWi will contain a neighbourhood FF 
i 
of/ such that for every/e PFthe intervals (ß^ — ^~(/, Д^), Д,-2 + ^{L ßiij) will 
cover P. The correspondence Jf -> J,- renders the equahty of profiles of cry. and (Ту 
fotfeW, 
As a consequence of theorem 2, we obtain 
Theorem 3. There is an open dense subset ^Q of ^ such that for every fe ^Q, 
Cf has only finitely many extremal plateaus intersecting any compact subset of P 
and the values of the extremal plateuas are rational. Moreover, for every f e ^Q 
there exists a neighbourhood W of f such that for every fe W, the profiles of Cf 
and Of are equal. 
Proof, «^o is obtained as the union of the neighbourhoods of the maps / e #"1, 
the existence of which is proven in Theorem 2. 
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Corollary 2. Generically {for every fe ^Q), UJ- is of bounded vyriation. 
The second part of theorem 3 expresses a certain stability of behavior of сгу under 
small changes of/. This result is refined somewhat by the next theorem. 
Theorem 4. For every fe ^ ^ and any г > 0 there is a neighbourhood Woff such 
that for every fe W there is a continuous map h : P -> P such that \h{fi) — ц\ < e 
for all fx and a^ oh — cTfiforfe W n J^^, h is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let К be any compact subset of P. Take Lso large that the length of no 
interval separating the plateaus of (Tj^(kl~^) with / ^ L exceeds ^e. According to 
Theorem 3 we can choose a neighbourhood W^ of / so small that for every /e Wj, 
the profile of (Tf is equal to that of (Tf, Since (Tf and af are monotonie between their 
extremal plateaus, the correspondence of the extremal plateuas, rendered by the 
equality of the profiles, can be extended to a unique value and order preserving 
correspondence of all platens. From lemma 9 and lemma 2 it follows that there is 
a neighbourhood W a W^ of/ such that for a l l / e И2, if [/ii, ^̂ 2] is a plateau inter­
secting К of value kl~^ with / ^ L, then the corresponding interval [Д1,/Ï2] of 
(Tj^(kr^) satisfies \ßi — /i^l < ^e, |^2 — f^i] < i^- F o r / e W2, we construct h on К 
as follows: h maps every plateau of сгу Hnearly and increasignly into the corresponding 
plateau of а^. It is obvious that h has the required properties on K. The fact that h is 
a homeomorphism К -> h{K) for fe W^ nl follows from the non-triviality of the 
plateaus of/ with rational values. 
To construct /i on P we cover P by a strictly increasing sequence of compacts Ki. 
It is obvious that having constructed h on К^_1 it can be extended to Ki without 
changing it in К^_1 for every/from some neighbourhood Wi which does not impose 
any new restrictions o n / i n Х^_1. Therefore, f)Wi will contain a neighbourhood W 
i 
of/ such that for every/e Ж the map h with required properties over all P will exist. 
R e m a r k 4. I f / e ^Q b u t / ^ #"1, h may not exist (since some of the plateaus of/ 
with rational values can be trivial), but the one to one correspondence of the plateaus 
of/ and those of /from some neighbourhood o f / c a n neverthless be established. 
We conclude this section by a partial analogue of proposition 2 for the case of 
ö-j(jUo) irrational. This result has certain imphcations for the problem of bifurcation 
of periodic orbits (cf. [7], [8]). 
Proposition 3. Let /^o(y) = j + a, where a is irrational. Let JSQ = Jo {^fj^P^ • 
. (/lo, j ) dy Ф 0. Then, <JJ- is increasing or decreasing in some neighbourhood of IIQ 
in accordance with the sign of ß^. 
This Proposition fo lows, similarly as Proposition 2 from lemma 7, from the fol-
lowing 
Lemma 10. Let the assumptions of Proposition 3 be satisfied and let ßo> 0. 
Then, there exist >y > 0, /c such that for all fix < И2 such that JXQ — ц < Hi < 
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< 1^2 < f^o + n ^nd all y,n > 0, 
Proof. Denote ß{y) = Wl^) (l^o, у)- We have /;(y) = у + ш ~\-{fi ^ fx^), 
n-l 
.[J^ß{y + ja) + o)Xf^> у)] where lim cû„{fi, у) = 0 uniformly in у. From the in-
j = 0 Д-*/*о 
dividual ergodic theorem it follows that 
(18) lim n-'lJ:ß{y+joe)] =ßo 
n-^oo j = 0 
n-l 
for a.e.y. Since the derivative of ß (and, consequently, that of n"^[ ^ ß{y + ja)] is 
bounded, (18) is valid uniformly for all y. 
k-i 
Choose к so large that Yj{y + joe) ^ ^ßo and then t] so small that \coJ^ix, y)\ ^ 
J = 0 
S ij5o f̂^ |/̂  " A*o| ^ -̂ Then, we have, 
fUy) - fUy) è (̂ 2̂ - /̂ i) (ii?o - i)8o) > 0 
from which the lemma follows immediately. 
Remark 5. Although (cf. [1, §l])/^o is topologically equivalent to the shift pro-
vided (rf{fio) is irrational, proposition 1 is not as general as it might seem, because it 
is not known whether the equivalence homeomorphism is C^ differentiable in general 
(cf. [1], [4]). 
In this section, we apply the results of §2 to establish some generic properties and 
stability properties of the loci of periodic points. 
Proposition 4. Let f, IXQ satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2. Then, for every 
ge c>f{fio, }iQ + yi{f fio)), Q = ^^"^ and every plateau J of (TJ^{Q) contained in 
(/̂ 05 ßo + ^(/j i"o)) Z;^ ri(J X R^) is topologically a line. 
Remark 6. The assertion of propostion 4 is true also under the assumptions of 
proposition 3, for J contained in a sufficiently small (two sided) neighbourhood of JWQ. 
The proof is the same, lemma 10 replacing lemma 7. 
Proof of Proposition 4. From proposition 2 it follows that for /ге[/1о, j"o + 
+ rj{f fio)] to the right (left) of J, (Tf{fi) > {<Q). Therefore, by (iv), §1, for sufficiently 
large V, fl^\y) — у > VIX{<VIK). Consequently, for every у e R^, there is a /г* e J 
such that f;i\y) - у = v/x, from which we obtain by (vi), §1, Gu*, y) e Zj^f). It 
follows from lemma 7 that /г* is unique. Denote ^* = х(у)- Then, Z^(/) n (j x R^) 
is the graph of x- Since 2д(/) is closed, x is continuous, which proves the lemma. 
Theorem 5. Letfe^Q. Then, given e > 0, there is a neighbourhood W of f such 
that for every fe W there exists a 1-periodic in у map g '• (J^i{f) ~^ \J^i{I) satisfying 
(19) Ш - j | < e 
for all y G \JZi(f), the restriction of which to every Zi{f) is an isomorphism of Zi{f) 
and Zi{f) isotopic to the identity. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that /^ > 0. The case /̂ ^ < 0 
can be reduced to the former by considering/^. 
Let Ji = [fii^, /ij-2] be plateaus of сгу with rational values Q^ = kj^^ ordered from 
left to right in such a way that any compact subset of P is intersected by only finitely 
many of them, the intervals (fin — rj(f, ]Иц), /х̂ 2 + ^(/> l^n)) cover P and 
(20) \f^i+i,i - fini < i e -
For every i there is a finite number of components of Zj. contained in J , x S^. 
Since for every К compact, the numbers li with J^ n К ф 0 are bounded, the existence 
of the restriction of ^ on \J^i{f) ^ U(« î x ^^) follows from the transversal isotopy 
I i 
theorem [11, 20. 2] similarly as in the proof of lemma 5. 
To extend g outside U[«^/ ^ ^^] we choose Ж so that f o r / e Ж the correspondence 
of plateaus asserted in Remark 4 exists, 
(21) \ii' - /i| < ie 
for pi and li' from corresponding plateaus outside \jJi and the intervals [iii^ — 
i 
"" ^~(/j /^ii)? I^i2 + ^(/> l^iii) cover P. Then, it follows from proposition 4 that given 
a plateau J different from J,-, if Ji is the corresponding plateau of/, g = UZ/( / ) n 
i 
n ( / X J^^) and Q = UZ/(/) П [J X jR^] are hues which can be represented as 
I 
Q = {(i"' y)\l^ = АУ)} aiid, similarly, ß = {(//, у) д = x(y)}, z, Z continuous. From 
(20), (21) it follows that if we define G : [0, 1] x [[JZi{f) n {J x R^)] -^ P x R^ 
I 
as G(r, x{y), y) = {x{y) + t[x{y) ~ x(}')], y), g = G(l, . , .) will be the required 
isomorphism, satisfying (19). 
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